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Summary

Thinkie 3 supports Thinking Aloud on iPhone and iPad.
Launching Thinkie in 2021 one asks in which environment the app is being exposed. The article
starts with a description of the current technical and methodological state of Thinking Aloud (TA).
Since the beginnings in 1980, things have changed.
After that, attention shifts to Thinkie 3 itself. As a mobile IOS application Thinkie 3 stores its data
in a cloud container of the user. The data structure includes metadata, audio and video les,
audio clips and transcripts. The server-based Apple Speech-To-Text helps with transcription.
Users are supported in data capture and initial data analysis. Files can be exported for further
handling.
For users there are guides in English and German.
As concurrent approaches are missing in IOS, a Thinkie 4 with new/improved features might be
an option.
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Overview
The Thinking Aloud (TA) method is not new. On can study its basics in Ericsson & Simon 1980 or
later and learn how to do it from van Someren et al. 1994.
But what is its state of today? This question popped up when Thinkie 3 was launching for the
AppStore and for users, after a long development story. In which environment does the Thinkie
app drop in? What will the app contribute there? And which perspectives exist there for future
development?
Since Ericsson & Simon 1980 Thinking Aloud has proved its basic value, but it has enlarged and
seized the facilities of its context.
It adapted to the current state of technology:
• Today audio and video recording is the standard, eye tracking may join.
• Internet and WWW with their applications are available from everywhere.
• Speech recognition made big steps toward everyday applicability.
TA methods expanded according to the needs of di erent application areas:
• In order to follow the thinking process TA often combines with other techniques.
• In many disciplines substantial data models have been set up. They store empirical results of
TA according to the demands of the current study.
• Transcription and data analysis widen far beyond what Ericsson & Simon imagined at the
beginnings.
• TA is made economical. Especially in Usability Engineering verbal protocols of TA are partially
exploited as far as needed only. Transcription and interpretation is reduced or avoided, eg. to
observer notes for further discussion.
• The interaction of a user / test subject with the things around is recorded and therefore more
and more a veri able part of the thinking process.
• This would lead to more videotaping and extending media from sound to multimedia.
• With user roles in the natural environment obtaining more attention data capture in the eld is
practised more in common.
After the discussion of the current TA context, Thinkie 3 itself is characterized:
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Thinkie 3 is a minimalistic and mobile app supporting TA data capture and transcription.
Thinkie is available world-wide on IOS. It needs an iPhone and an iPad with iCloud connection.
The sound of the spoken verbal protocol is captured on the iPhone, the video on the iPad.
All data is stored in a private cloud container of the user within a custom data structure.
All les can be exported to the user’s system environment.
On the iPad the audio verbal protocol can be segmented for manual transcription or submitted
piecewise to the server-based Apple Speech-To-Text API. The transcript can be corrected.
• Comparable other apps did not yet appear in IOS. Thinkie itself may improve eg. by integrating
more developed tools for transcription and data interpretation. So that Thinkie 4 might be an
option.
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Thinking Aloud as seen today (2021)
The extensive basic guide for Thinking Aloud application still is Someren et al. 1994.

Working memory
We think using our brain and the memory system. By and large, the memory system model set
up by Atkinson & Shi rin 1968 is still in use today.
It de nes an input area that stores and repeats sensory data for a short time.
The working memory (Short-term memory - STM) with its restricted capacity is the main place
of thinking (Baddeley 2003). There, content items (chunks) are quickly overwritten by newly
incoming items and forgotten. In long-term memory (LTM) information is stored in large sizes for
long time. Content from STM is being stored there.
During thinking all the time material is fetched from long-term memory and put into the working
memory. In addition sensory data is integrated into thinking processes.
The inner structure of the working memory and its connection with the long-term memory is
illustrated by g. 1. There are alternative theories about it (Cowan 2010, Quak et al. 2015). A
more detailed description is found in Amin & Malik 2013.
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Fig. 1. Working memory according to Baddeley, adapted from Park & Gooding 2014
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Think and verbalize: Thinking aloud

Fig. 2. Thinking process with verbalization of thoughts / thinking steps, from Ericsson 2006

When thinking follows a structured path, one thinking step - one thought - follows the other.
When this happens with thinking aloud (with talking), the individual thinking steps are verbalized
while they occur, so that they are accompanied by spoken utterances. This model of thinking
and Thinking Aloud (TA) is due to Ericsson and Simon 1980. It is shown in g. 2 taken from
Ericsson 2006.
In everyday life talking while performing a task occurs frequently, in particular when a sequence
of steps must be executed, such as setting a some switches before starting a machine.
When a person keeps talking (“verbalizing”) during a structured thinking e ort, this is TA and
results in a spoken verbal protocol. It maps the thinking process taken from the content of the
working memory. The account is true in what it says, but not necessarily complete. It is data:
„Verbal Data is Data“.
The rendering of the current working memory content may be incomplete in several respects:
• Thinking steps may be missing, in particular if they are too automated for showing up in
awareness.
• Content is forgotten, in particular if it is overlayed quickly with new chunks.
• Speaking is slower than thinking. If talking is too slow to render all thoughts, some of them
may fall by the wayside.
Because during a concurrent / synchronous verbal protocol thinking and talking happen in
parallel the process tends to slow down, but it keeps its structure.
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When a verbal protocol is captured during a study, almost always an observer is present ( g. 3).
He or she reminds the test subject to keep talking in case of silence. Beyond this any
manipulation of the test subject should be avoided according to the predominant opinion.
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Fig. 3. Participants of a Usability Test / Thinking Aloud from Moran 2019
If it is not possible or not intended to record a verbal protocol, the observer may note important
utterances.
So far what the theory says.
Boren & Ramey 2000 investigated the practical implementation of TA in Usability Engineering
and found widely diverging ideas. Bernardini 2001 inspected the application of TA in Translation
Studies and detected comparable method di erences or shortcomings.
Hughes & Parkes 2003 report on the state in Software Engineering.

Thinking depends on context
Thinking is bound to its environment. Things around the person stimulate concepts or link the
imagination to large-scale mental spaces:
• The stop sign at a crossing inspires how to go on in tra c: stop, check whether there is
somebody with the right of way. If so wait to let him or her pass, if there is nobody, go ahead.
• A tango tune may remind Argentina or make you dance some steps.
In situations with TA it is all the same. A test subject who is to work on a user interface needs to
navigate on it using buttons, the own voice or any other means. The same is true for any other
objects, for instance a phone, a dictionary or a notepad. By their presence and use they inspire
thinking.
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Noise and other disturbances should be avoided during TA. Generally speaking who is
comfortable thinks better.
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Today almost always a video documents how the surroundings look and sound like during a TA
process.
A video displays the physical behavior of the test subject. The objects in the environment that
the personn considers or moves - the “a ordances” (Gibson 1986) - hint at what her or his
current thinking is about.
From the verbal protocol and the video recording one can reconstruct what the person was
thinking and doing (triangulation). This improves the quality and the accuracy of interpretation.

Lab studies and eld studies
Very frequently TA studies are done in the lab, the place where the researchers are working and
the technical infrastructure is available and well-known. Financial reasons may exclude other
solutions, especially in the industry,
In Usability Engineering lab studies are the normal approach (Nielsen 1994, Fan et al. 2020b,
McDonald et al. 2012). Some loss of validity is accepted (Kieldkov et al. 2004, Joe et al. 2015).
One nds most use problems, but not all. Field studies are appropriate if they are really needed
(Kjeldkov & Skov 2014).
Field studies are required if capturing data is not possible outside their normal environment, for
instance at the patient bedside (Aitken & Mardegan 2000, Han et al. 2007), in cancer aftercare
(Jaspers et al. 2009), during car driving (Monsalve et al. 2020), during a virtual-reality earthquake
(Feng et al. 2020), or at a designer’s studio (Pringle & Sowden 2017).
For exploiting verbal protocols in detail the environmental features should t. In the natural
surroundings thinking processes run better and meet reality better than possibly biased
performances in a lab. Where this is needed or desired one accepts the additional e ort of a
eld study in terms of costs, technical out t and traveling and works with the test persons in
their home environment.

Concurrent / synchronous oder retrospektive?
In addition or alternatively to a concurrent / synchronous verbal protocol one can ask for a
retrospective protocol. For this, the test subject has to fetch data from long-term memory. Gaps
may occur and interpretations may have shifted.
Often one asks the test subject for a separate interpretation of the experience, orally or using a
questionnaire. Talking the verbal protocol over with the test subject is just as usual. This can
also serve to explain doubtful passages of the protocol.
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A comparison of the procedures is given by Alhadreti & Mayhew 2018. They advocate the less
time-consuming concurrent method. Olmsted-Hawala et al. 2010 provide an earlier discussion
of di erent capture modalities.
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Data models
After data capture interpretation and data analysis is on. Ericsson & Simon 1980 do not mention
that very much. On g. 2, one thought follows the other. What the thoughts mean and contain
remains hidden.
If somebody states “I do not know how to get on” and somebody else says “To the right, let’s
go!”, both utterances di er in their cognitive content and in the actions they accompany and
trigger. Their properties make them join di erent classes. The rst example may go to
metacognition or self-monitoring, the second to “starting action”. Besides this, the rst example
contains only one item, stating a lack of knowledge, whereas the second one expresses two
thinking acts: the activation of situational knowledge (“to the right”) and the onset of an action
(“let’s go!”).
Thoughts / thinking steps can be organized depending on their properties. Inside they may be
composed. A thinking act may integrate a structure of several items.
In a TA study thinking acts are modeled to t the aims of the research, so that the data model is
justi ed by the theory of the application area.
When dealing with a user interface in Usability Engineering, the controls (start button, exit etc.)
are an obvious initial classi cation criterion for thinking acts. When users experience a problem
with a control, one can ask for the time needed to solve it or its reason.
Models may be preset, but they may as well be developed from the observed data. In EndresNiggemeyer 1998 cognitive summarization agents have come up rst from a selftest of the
author and in the following from working processes of six colleagues observed with TA. The
methods of data modelling came from Knowledge Engineering (Schreiber et al. 1993, Fensel et
al. 1998).
Endres-Niggemeyer 2000 describes a demo implementation displaying the summarization
agents of di erent functional groups as types of insects, for instance with bees doing
information collection.
In order to decide whether Facebook news are correct or wrong, Freilich 2019 discovers in her
test subjects three main strategies:
• searching for more
• knowledge carries the most weight
• every detail needs to t
The strategies were in part taken over from other models in a deductive approach, but in in part
also developed inductively from the observed data.
The verbal protocols also showed that many opinions in social networks cannot be classi ed as
right or wrong. The subjects used secondary features for their decision, eg. correct quotes.
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Zhou & Lin 2012 use a strategy model to nd out how students translate texts from English to
Chinese and vice versa. They adopt their model from the literature and expand it for their own
research.
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Transcription ?
Whether one should transcribe a spoken verbal protocol is a matter of debate. In any case
transcribing takes time. How much transcription is needed depends very much on the target of
the study. Because the transcription includes veri cation and rendering of the audio content, it
implies an interpretation / a beginning analysis of the data.
Following Nielsen 1994 and later, one skips the labor-consuming transcription in Usability
Engineering. With a „simpli ed Thinking Aloud“ an observer notes the problems which the test
person encounters and verbalizes when checking a user interface. These notes su ce for
further processing.
With their „Instant Data Analysis (IDA)“ Kjeldskov et al. 2004 expand the Nielsen approach. A
tutor and an observer in a di erent room watch the TA session of the test subject. At the end, all
participants combine their impressions in an idea generation process („Instant Data Analysis“).
Because all participants cooperate, most weak points of the interface are captured. They are
ranked on their severity.
Joe et al. 2015 apply IDA inspecting the use of a medical platform for elder patients. They obtain
satisfactory results as well with having the test subjects use the platform while doing TA and
after that have them participate in an idea generation session with pin board and cards. The
group mentions the problems and orders them by consensus.
If the aim is to check how persons behave in speci c situations (their sentiments, possible
disorders, wrong taps, etc.) , transcribing and analyzing the referencing partial audio sequences
only will do the job. The start and end times of the spans are noted in the transcript.
Feng et al. 2020 investigate how people behave in an immersive Virtual Reality (VR) earthquake
crisis in a hospital in Auckland. During the event the verbal protocols are captured and
synchronized with the video on the VR glasses. Both tracks are stored in an MP4 le.
A simple coding scheme speci es the expected situations, such as during the earthquake or
after. The situations are equipped with typed statements about what the test persons do or how
they check the situation, eg. running down the scales following others or testing whether the
elevator works. Human raters tag occurrences of these situations with the situation and one of
its typed behaviors.
Sakar & Chakrabarti 2007 interviewed colleagues with much transcription experience on
problems they met frequently. They developed technical support for handling these problems.
Their tool set for supporting manual transcription halved the time spent for a transcription.
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Analysis tools like ODCS (MacLin & MacLin 2005) and CAPAS (Crutcher 2007) or commercial
tools such as MAXQDA and many others accept di erent inputs such as audio, video, written
verbal protocols or numerical data.
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Fig. 4. Transcript in score format: sample with a track for the lawyer, the client and the background, taken from Pick 2015

Transcribing the audio verbal protocol means often more than a simple transposition from spoken
to written text. An example is given by Hutchison et al. 2015. They code pauses and gestures (in
their case of information seeking) in order to grasp the cognitive process better.
What the test person said is not that always easy to understand. For noting it, one may need to
listen several times and to interpret, sometimes to no end so that one has to accept and note an
unclear spot. The transcriber conforms to the orthographic rules as far as possible although they
are a feature of written, not of spoken text.
The wording is important, but it is not all. Even in a simple transcription one notes pauses,
interjections („ahh“, „hmm“), changes of pitch or volume, expressions of emotional states like
laughing or sighing. The help to separate steps of thinking and action.
For more sophisticated transcripts the verbal protocol may be noted as a score with tracks for all
sound sources. In g. 4 a lawyer, the client, and the background are noted in parallel. For both
lawyer and client the track adds a speaking mode feature (“laughing”, “slower” in the sample). All
tracks of the written verbal protocol can store additional properties, for instance their start and end
times or classi cation codes. In the sample, the environment has a track of its own, containing
“moving furniture”.
Guides for manual transcription on the web often refer to di erent applications and system
environments: Klein 2015, Setting et al. 1998, Rincon 2018, Dresing et al. 2015, or look at platforms
and tools like media-ai or audiotranscription.de where automatic transcription is o ered, too.
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When an automatic transcription is possible one will integrate it, normally expecting that the
delivered text needs some correction. Features like pitch or background noises can be entered by
hand.
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External providers like NVIVO , Amberscript or Otter can take over the whole transcription task.

Data analysis
Data analysis means to check a set of verbal protocols for data values. Analysis conforms to the
conditions of the basic structure and the target object of the study.
A study may integrate more input channels than just verbal protocols possibly accompanied by a
video and some eye-tracking results. Other input may come as questionnaire, as retrospective
interview with the test subject, or as a cost analysis. They have to be included into the overall
result.
The overall study aim and result may be restricted, eg. if it just records simple values like the time
intervals needed for the user’s web site handling. It may however ask for much more data supply,
eg. if it asks for the sites the user accessed with which success for answering his or her question.
A quantitative statistical analysis targets numerical values like the time or the number of trials. As
spoken or written verbal protocols are not of numerical but of text type, they will most of the time
need a qualitative analysis. It may be combined with a quantitative investigation.
A deductive approach would seek the data for instances of preset classes while an inductive
method abstracts from and aggregates categories discovered in the data. Both approaches may
mix.
Depending on the target of the study methods can vary in a wide area. Some examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative thinking for garden design (Pringle & Sowden 2017)
Rules for autonomous driving (Monsalve et al. 2020)
Decision-making during an earthquake in a hospital (Feng et al. 2020)
Interpretation of radiographies (Yoon et al. 2020)
Translation (critical overview by Bernardini 2001)
Methods during a translation process (Sun 2011)
Learning to read and to understand texts (Wang 2016)
Understanding of complex texts (Dahl et al. 2021)
Foreign language tests (Green 2007)
Intercultural di erences in usability testing of Chinese and Danish users (Shi 2010)
App for enhancing physical movement (Fischer et al. 2019)
Misinformation in medical information seeking (Ghenai et al. 2019)
Self-assessment of patients (Al-Janabi et al. 2013)
Nursing in intensive care (Han et al. 2007)

Methods of qualitative data analysis are provided by NN 2014?, 2019, Lester et al. 2020, with
reference to support tools by Gizzi & Rädiker 2021, for MaxQDa and for NVIVO by Jackson &
Bazeley 2019. PAT Research reviews available systems for qualitative data analysis. They inform
about other providers, too.
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Elzakker et al. 2008 propose combined methods for qualitative and quantitative investigation of
mobile maps use in the eld and in the lab. Their obtain the best experiences with a combination
of video recordings, screen-logging, synchronous TA and semistructured interviews of the users.
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Software tools for data analysis
With more inputs coming in, data analysis may become more di cult. The test subject may talk
(sound input), she may move an object or take a note (video input), she may change the viewing
direction and attend to some point not considered before (eye tracking - Oh et al. 2013).
Levy & Ransdell 1994 observed how texts are written. For this purpose they recorded the spoken
verbal protocol and the keystrokes, mapping both on a video. The video was displayed on a TV
set. Raters coded it adding start and end times and frequency of the sequences. Like this the
main subprocesses of text production (planning, reviewing, generating text, revising according to
Kellogg 1987) could be discovered in the data.
ELAN ( g. 5 - Trippas et al. 2017) is a tool for working with multitrack input. It supports
segmenting intervals from video and audio and annotating them. Additional helps tools are
available. The annotations may contain a whole transcript.
Asselin & Moayeri 2010 work on a market research system for use analysis ( Morae ) with spoken
verbal protocols and video recording. Their aim is learning more about two youngsters’ skills on
the web. The youth did their homework at their home computers. Both the video and the verbal
protocol data was exploited for their cognitive and emotional reactions.
Maher et al. 2018 describe how they display design processes combining NVIVO and sticky
notes. Thinking processes can be rendered by voice (TA), but also haptically. They can be tagged
on both channels. Fig. 6 shows their combined output from NVIVO data and sticky notes.
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Ghenai et al. 2019 observe how web browser information presentation in uences which messages
users believe to be right or wrong, They record a video with sound track and tag the vision direction
of their test users. The verbal protocols are taken synchronically and retrospectively. During the
retrospective recording the eye tracking results helped to remind the respective moment. The data
was coded with NVIVO software.
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Fig. 5. ELAN: Video and audio tracks, annotation (“Geburtstag 2020”) and helps for recognition

Fig. 6. NVIVO-Output with sticky notes: combined display by Maher et al. 2018
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Thinking aloud and Machine Learning (ML)
As Kjeldskov et al. 2004 and Joe et al. 2015 before them, Johannsen et al. 2019 nd the
traditional TA too labor- and time-demanding. Their application area is Continuous Software
Engineering (CSE), where developers distribute software updates as soon as they are ready-foruse.
The authors automatize the examination of data with ML methods using own manually
transcribed verbal protocols as training data. They also set up a classi er prototype of their
own. It classi es according to sentiments: positive, negative, neutral, unclear. User behavior is
checked for these features.
The classi er is delivering results in short time. Where users react in unclear or negative fashion,
the developers should improve their work.
Goldberg et al. 2020 experiment with machine learning, too. They check audio takes from
patients and therapists in order to learn something about the alliance of patient and therapist
against the disorder. In their training data and learning data they calculate unigrams / bigrams
with Sent2Vec and tf-idf .
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Fan et al. 2019, 2020a also want to automatize the expensive examination of verbal protocols
using ML methods. They start out with 12 transcribed verbal protocols with additional features
like sentiment or pitch. The recordings are submitted to raters who tag the interesting protocol
sequences with the categories reading, procedure, observation and explanation. A problem
span is de ned as a sequence of these categories. Now the mapping of categories and features
to transcript spans is calculated according to precision, recall and F-value. As main result the
authors can show that considering the combination of all features performs better than relying
on the transcript alone.
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Thinkie 3
The beginnings
Thinkie supports the data capture and initial analysis in TA studies on iPhone and iPad.
Background is the own experience of the developer. During her eld studies on text summarization.
I moved around to colleagues in Germany and in the US for capturing their verbal protocols. My
equipment included a laptop, a mobile printer, an audio recorder, and a lot of paper - result in
Endres-Niggemeyer 1998. A handy mobile technical out t performing everywhere would have been
better, light and small enough to t into a lady’s handbag. At that time, nothing like this was
available. Well, if it does not exist, develop it yourself. This can be done on an iPhone and an iPad.
A rst Thinkie version appeared in 2013 (Endres-Niggemeyer 2013). It presented the approach.
Thinkie 2 came out somehow in 2015. It advanced towards real usability and adapted to the
current IOS system version. Speech recognition improved. A CloudDrive access was provided.
Thinkie 3 adapts to the current IOS of 2021. Speech-to-Text uses the up-to-date IOS Speech API.
All data is stored in the user’s private iCloud container. From there it can be exported. Thinkie 3.1
includes an explicit user authorization with the AppleID.
In the following Thinkie 3 will be described. Its main features:

fi

fi
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Mobility: handbag size on iPhone and iPad
Working worldwide in IOS
iCloud connection
Data storage in the user’s private iCloud-Container
Own data model of cloud les
Audio recording on the iPhone, video recording on the iPad in parallel
Analysis / transcription of verbal protocols on the iPad
Speech Recognition (Speech-To-Text)
Export of the iCloud les
Colorful user interface
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Thinkie 3 on iPhone and iPad with cloud connection

Fig. 7. Mobile working environment: iPhone for the test subject, iPad for the tutor / researcher, cloud connection
for the data

For using Thinkie one just needs an iPhone, an iPad and the iCloud connection for both. That’s it
( g. 7). Thinkie works where ever a su cient Internet access is available. The mobility is in particular
useful for eld research. It is no drawback elsewhere.
With two persons the sta is complete: The test subject uses the iPhone and records the verbal
protocol. The researcher disposes the iPad to take the test subject with the surroundings and
makes the video recording run.
As soon as the recording is done one may check it and sends both audio and video le one after
the other to the cloud container. The researcher will manage the further handling the recorded les
on the iPad.
On the iPad one can inspect the verbal protocol and the video, so that test subject and researcher
can discuss it immediately. One can transcribe the audio verbal protocol and elaborate it in a simple
fashion.
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For a more sophisticated interpretation and other purposes all the data les on the cloud can be
exported.
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Authorization with Apple ID
An explicit authorization with the user’s AppleID is needed in order to make the connection to the
private iCloud container of the user work.
Thinkie asks for the AppleID right at the start. The authorization page conforms to local
conditions. The g. 8 shows a version using the device code of the iPad. A face recognition
option might run as well.

fi

Abb. 8. Localised AppleID authorization with device code on iPad
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ThinkTon: Thinkie’s data model in the iCloud container

Fig. 9. ThinkTon - the data model of Thinkie 3 in the user’s private iCloud container

A data model called ThinkTon ( g. 9) in the user’s private iCloud container stores Thinkie’s
permanent data. The iPhone writes ThinkTon records into the sector “phone” of the container,
the iPad uses the sector “pad”.
From the system data elds, only the identi er record name and the creation date
„createdAt“ are used.
In the custom area „study“, „subject“ and „title“ store three parts of the record name. The
three strings are concatenated to get the “kennung” (= identi er) property, the name of the
record. It is used for record retrieval.
The data les of the investigation are stored as assets. Assets accept large data sizes. There
is one for audio data, one for video data and one for transcript data.
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The duration of the audio le is stored separately, the video duration is taken from the video
le itself.
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The “startclips” and “endclips” lists contain the starts and ends of audio clips if the audio le was
segmented into manageable spans for manual transcription (see g. 20).
A clip is a timestamp of the data type Double (“double-precision, oating-point value“).

Thinkie starting up from iPhone and iPad

Fig. 10. Shared Thinkie start screen on iPhone and iPad: currently no network and no Apple ID authorization

Thinkie 3 starts up with a screen that iPhone and iPad share ( g. 10). If the operation conditions of
the app are not set (as in g. 10) blue error messages pop up as shown in the gure. The links to
the iPhone and the iPad are blocked. Also elsewhere in the app blue notes inform the user of
some need for action.
The “onWeb” button leads to background information, Including user instructions in English and
German.
“Exit” switches back to IOS.

On the iPhone
On the iPhone, Thinkie o ers one user interface only. Its functions are shown in g. 11, the
user view in g. 12.
The iPhone serves for recording what the test person says. There is no restriction of
languages. The resulting sound le contains the spoken verbal protocol. Noises are recorded
as well.
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The sound le needs a name of three items called “study”, “title” and “subject”. Users ll in
any strings. The items are concatenated to get the record identi er. It is used for retrieving the
record.
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Fig. 11. Functional view of the iPhone user interface

A slider shows how the capture advances ( g. 12). Its expected maximal duration can be
set. If the recording takes more time, the slider stops, but the recording goes on.
When the recording is stopped, one can listen to it. If it is awed, one may prefer to replace
it. Otherwise one saves the audio le into the cloud container. A “stored!“ message indicates
that it arrived ok, otherwise an error message appears.
For the iPhone owner the recording permission is preset. “Recording allowed” con rms this.
Only at the very rst call the user is asked to permit the use of the microphone ( g. 13).
Without consent no capture.
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Fig. 12. iPhone user interface in start state
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Fig 13. Asking for microphone use permission (localized)

On the iPad

Fig. 14. Functional display of Thinkie on the iPad
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Seen from outside ( g. 7) the iPhone and the iPad may appear equal. However the functional
view ( gs. 11 and 14) shows that they are not: the iPad has a much higher functional load than
the iPhone.
On the iPad, the tasks are distributed on several user interfaces which are reached through
intermediate screens (in yellow in g. 14). They communicate with the cloud container to store
and fetch their data.
Videos are captured on the video page “VideoCam” ( g. 17). They are stored in the cloud
container. For playing and exporting a video, one fetches it on the page “VideoDown” ( g. 18).
The audio processing page “AudioDown” ( g. 19) leads to two subviews for manual transcription
(“Transcription” - g. 20) and to the page for Speech-To-Text (“Recognition” - g. 21).
Because of di erent demands the audio processing follows two functional lines:
• In case of segmentation for manual transcription the start and end times of the segments are
stored. The “Transcription” page o ers the segments on a table so that they can be handled
one by one. One writes the text into the transcript.
• On the “Recognition” page the user selects sound intervals that make sense and sends them to
the Speech recognition server. Its output is attached to the transcript.
• The Transcription and the Recognition page share the transcript le store in the cloud container.
They store their data there and fetch it again from there.
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Fig. 15. Initial user interface on the iPad
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On the iPad start page ( g. 15) the button “Record video” leads to the interface for video capture.
It functions in the same style as the audio recording described above. The video needs a threeitems name. The forefront and the back-side camera can be used. After video take one can replay
it and store it in the cloud container. More detail is explained in the user guides ( in English and
German ).
The button „Use audio and video“ switches to a table listing the available audio and video les
( g. 16). Each entry of the table presents a button that fetches the le.
The button “toStart” switches to the common rst interface of the iPhone and iPad, “Exit” stops
the app and returns to IOS.
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fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

Fig. 16. Selection table of video les with alternative switch for audios
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Video recording and playing

Fig. 17. Screen for Video recording: buttons, three-part name, current camera view with replaying video in front

In parallel with recording audio on the iPhone one can take a video on the iPad. The screen for
video recording is reached with the “record Video” button on the iPad start page.
Fig. 17 shows what works for video takes.
The camera can be switched to the front or to the rear side of the iPad. The “record” button
starts and stops the recording.
The video le got a three-part name.
On g. 17 the video has already been recorded. The le has been saved to the cloud container.
This is con rmed by the “stored!” entry.
Currently the video is replaying in the foreground. It is available as long as it is not overwritten.

fi

fi

fi

fi

Behind one sees the current preview of the camera. From there a new take might start.
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Fig. 18. VideoPlay page: download, play, export and delete a video

The videos on the cloud container are presented when one selects the “videoData” switch on the
overview list (see g. 16). The buttons on the right lead to the chosen video.
Fig. 18 illustrates what can be done with the selected video le (cf. g. 17).
First one downloads the video le from the cloud container (“getVideo”). As soon as it has arrived
the buttons for its treatment activate. One may play the movie (“play”), export it (“exportVideo”),
and delete it (“deleteRecord”).
When the g. 19 was shot the video is being exported into the system environment of the user.
Indeed it has already arrive on the developer’s iMac.
Using “deleteRecord” cancels the video le in the cloud container. A message pops up when the
delete succeeded.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

The buttons on the right below return to the video/audio overview table and to the iPad start.
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Speech processing : overview

Fig. 19. Speech-To-Text: Distribution page of speech processing

The Apple Speech API for speech recognition handles the basic transcription of the sound
les. It integrates many resources of Natural Language Processing. Thinkie 3 uses its serverbased version because it processes more languages and achieves better results than the
alternative solution on the device itself.
Even if one restricts the demands on Speech-To-Text - the transfer from spoken to written
text - this will often turn out to be problematic. This is why Thinkie o ers a mixed approach
of automatic support and human intellectual transcribing and control. All transcription results
are collected in the transcript le.
The NLP distribution page ( g. 19) supports straightforward services:
• handling the audio le: download it, play it, export it and delete it.
• cutting manageable clips from the audio le. The audio clips of a chosen duration can be
saved in the cloud container. They are presented on the transcription page ( g. 20).
• navigating back to the list of les and to the iPad start page.

fi

ff
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fi
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Speech recognition handling is more complicated for the user. Therefore it has a page of its
own ( g. 21).

fi

fi
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Speech-To-Text often means managing uncertainty. Who knows the task cannot ignore this. Some
more detail is described above in the transcription section.
The Speech API adapts to the speaker, but often it has to interpret what a given sound sequence
might mean in written text. The interpretation is easier when the input units are interpretable and
make sense.
Thinkie asks users to pick meaningful passages with the tools on the recognition page.

Segmentation

Fig. 20. Segmentation page: target transcript, list of audio clips, buttons for general tasks, time label and slider

The segmentation page represented on g. 20 shows at its top the transcript area (still empty).
Using the “getFromCloud” button one inserts the transcript from the cloud container into the
transcript area and the audio clips into the table below.
Now one can play the audio clips one by one using the “play” button at their right. The reached
position shows up in the time label below. One can add and change passages of the transcript correction of recognition results included.
The transcript can be stored locally (“saveText”) and in the cloud container (“TextToCloud”).
The “playAudio” button plays the whole le. It is accompanied by the slider at the page bottom.

fi

fi

fi

The last buttons return to the audio/video le list and to the iPad start screen.
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Speech recognition - Speech-To-Text
For Speech-To-Text - speech recognition - one needs meaningful takes from the audio le that do
not overcharge the recognition engine. Their duration should not exceed 60 seconds. Takes that
make sense are recognized better.
The recognition engine is set to the system language of the device. Changing it eg. from German to
French will make the recognition switch from German to French. The user has to agree to speech
recognition explicitly.
Thinkie picks from the sound le a clip speci ed by the user and sends it to the recognition server.
As soon as the result comes in it is attached to the transcript. One can check and rework it there.
The clips are picked one after the other from the playing audio le by managing the “play” and
“pause” buttons (cf. g 21).
The current start and stop values are displayed on the interface - the start eld shows the start
time of the clip, the stop eld its stop time. With the next clip of the sound le, the old stop value
moves to the start eld, and the new stop value is entered.
With the “recognize” button the audio interval from start to stop is sent to the recognition server. As
soon as the recognition result has been attached to the transcript one can pass to the next audio
clip.
Practically speaking, for a recognition action:
1. you press „play“
2. you press „stop“ - the stop value appears in its field
Then for every recognition unit:
3. you press „play“ again - the old stop value moves to the start field
4.you press „stop“ - a new stop value appears in the stop field
5. you click „recognize“ for the sequence from start to stop
6. you wait for the recognition result to be appended to the transcript, you may correct it if
necessary

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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7. back to step 3. - handle the next sequence
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Fig. 21. Speech-To-Text is under way

On g. 21 a situation during the speech recognition run is presented.
The user has managed several steps before:
• The audio le was downloaded from the cloud container („getFromCloud“)
• The audio le was started („play“) and stopped immediately, so so that the start time for
recognition was set to „00:00“.
• The user played on until a meaningful sequence was reached and stopped. The stop time for
the recognition is set to „08:00“.
• By clicking the „recognize“ button the user sent the speci ed sequence to the speech
recognition server.
• The server answered. The text corresponding to the sound has been entered into the
transcript eld.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

For obtaining the next stretch of text, the user presses “play” (step 3 of the loop) and listens for
up to 60 seconds till the next meaningful passage has been played. Then she stops and sends
the current clip to the recognition - and so on till the end of the le is reached.
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Conclusion
Thinking Aloud
Thinking Aloud of 2021 has grown far out of what the founding fathers Ericsson & Simon
conceived it to be in 1980.
TA has spread to many branches. Some of them did not yet exist in 1980. TA procedures
adapted to the local needs.
The Internet of today o ers possibilities that one could not imagine in the early stages of TA.
Nowadays audio and video data capture is the standard, possibly combined with eye tracking.
One can compare what is said and what is done. More data of better quality is available,
engendering a better basis for data analysis.
The thinking acts detected in a verbal protocol have been equipped with an internal structure, a
data model of their own. Data models vary. They contain properties corresponding to the aims
of a speci c research.
Automatic Speech-To-Text (speech recognition and text analysis) can participate in the laborintensive transcription and mitigate the work load. Transcription can be outsourced to external
service providers.
Methods for coding and interpretation of verbal protocols are available.
There are rst applications of ML (Machine Learning) classi ers.
The user interfaces and their users have multiplied since 1980. How users manage the
interfaces is much more an issue than in former times. It is handled in User Experience (UX)
research. Like this TA for learning how users get along has become more signi cant in Usability
Engineering.

What Thinkie 3 o ers
Thinkie 3 o ers an integrated handbag-size mobile support for Thinking Aloud. It is useful for eld
research, but it works just wherever a su cient network connection is available.
Thinkie is running world-wide in IOS on cooperating iPhone and iPad pairs. The data is stored in a
cloud data structure.
Thinkie 3 concentrates on data capture with audio and video and a simple transcription of verbal
protocols with the help of the server-based Apple Speech API.
All data can be exported as required for a more thorough data exploitation.

fi

fi

fi

ffi

ff

ff

ff
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fi

So far there are no comparable apps for TA on the IOS app store.
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Going on?
For the developer it is a practical issue whether she should envision a next Thinkie version.
In the scienti c and technical environment around no stagnation is observed, so one might
contribute to it . Natural Language Processing (NLP) and its applications advance. The user
perspective gains more interest. This a ects TA positively.
Improvements for Thinkie 4 are easy to imagine: extending the Speech API use, set up a general
scheme for semantic data structures, support more data analysis than simple transcription, and so
on.
Beyond this, the target is keeping track with IOS development and using new technical
possibilities.
If others had surpassed Thinkie one might leave the topic all together to others. But nothing like
this on IOS.

ff

fi

So let us see!
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